Some things that come with working with Karie and her
planning team:
On your day of, we are the first ones to show up and the last to leave.
No matter what package you go with you will be guaranteed to have these things happen and more.











A timeline is made for your specific day
We come to your rehearsal
We will make sure that all the logistics are worked out. (Rental items and décor, etc.)
We will see that all of your décor is set up correctly; we will be there to answer questions, fix
issues, direct vendors and make sure that you are enjoying your day without worry.
We are there to get you down the isle and to your reception with a Grand entrance. Toasts, cake
cutting and first dances happen on time and that we are keeping the guests and vendors well
taken care of.
We make sure that you have a drink in your hand and a smile on your face the whole night!
We are there to oversee or clean up and make sure that the venue is left as the contract says it
should be.
We delivery the most successful send offs and make sure that all of your items are placed in the
proper get away cars.
We ensure that Family, Friends, Venue, Bridal Party and you are impressed and see the value in
what we do!!

We love weddings and we are in our element every time we get to work at one! You will know that
when you meet us! We hope we get a chance to meet you!
Every wedding is individualized and have so many different elements. Rarely are there two weddings the
same. We love creating packages that are individualized. So keep that in mind. We can do it all!

Day of Coordination package
On your day of it is important that you have someone directing people where to go and answering
questions of vendors and bridal party.
It is important to have someone who knows your vision and will set up your ceremony and reception for
you just the way that you want it.
It is important to have someone to


















clean the red one or dirt off your dress,
bustle your dress if no one knows how
Pin the corsages on groomsmen and family.
Have fabric glue and knows how to sew a grooms or groomsmen’s pants when the crotch rips
out, because boys will be boys.
Someone to go get you more cups, beer, anything that you need in a pinch
Someone who has zip ties, bobby pens, safety pins, super glue
Someone to Q the dj as to when you walk down the aisle, have your grand entrance
Talk with caterers if we need to push out or move up dinner a little
Someone to show you how to stand when cutting a cake with another person
Someone to bring you a drink when you sit down for dinner
Someone to gently keep you on track and help traditions be a success so you have time for
dancing.
Someone to hand out bubbles, streamers, sparklers, light them Q you and photographer and
make your exit a memorable one.
Someone to watch your card box and take the cards out and hide them for you in a special place
Someone to notice when your caterer, or dessert person or dj do not show up on time to call
and see what is going on.
Someone to box up some dessert for you so that you get to actually enjoy your own dessert you
chose on the night of your wedding.
Someone to direct the cleanup and make sure that everything that was brought to your wedding
goes home with someone important and you know the designated people to work with.
For example, Guest book, Gifts, Cards, Flowers, Alcohol, Decoration, leftover dessert and food.

We are confident that if it is broke, we can fix it! We have had so many times that we have said, “What if
they didn’t have a coordinator”
I love that we have the ability to keep our eye out and are seeing everything that is happening and
ensuring that it goes smoothly!!
Weddings are not cheap and you will feel so at ease knowing that everything you have planned,
envisioned and paid for is coming to life!!

This amazing day is a celebration of you and the one you have chosen to be with forever!!
Let us take on all of the stress and crazy stuff!! You, your family, bridal party and friends celebrate you
and your spouse!!! We can not wait to watch it all happen!!!

